Myth vs Fact on Big Tech Monopolies

Amazon, Google, and Facebook make big claims. Are they true?
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In October 2020, the House Antitrust Subcommittee published the findings and recommendations from its 16-month investigation into the market power of Google, Apple, Amazon, and Facebook. These recommendations include imposing breakups of companies, implementing new regulations, and overturning Supreme Court precedent. That same month, the Department of Justice and 11 state attorneys general sued Google. In December, 48 states and the Federal Trade Commission separately sued Facebook to unwind its anti-competitive acquisitions of Instagram and WhatsApp, and another, more broad state AG-led antitrust lawsuit against Google was also filed.

In response, these corporations have made misleading arguments to policymakers about their lines of business. This memo catalogues their claims, and provides evidence on how they attempt to mislead. The arguments we identify here are drawn from these firms' defense against the House Antitrust Subcommittee, court cases, public-facing lobbying materials, and private conversations with legislators and staff.

AMAZON

CLAIM #1: Amazon makes up a small fraction of retail.

In defending his corporation against the Antitrust Subcommittee’s claim that the firm has monopoly power, Jeff Bezos argued that Amazon’s share of the retail market is modest. Amazon, he said, “accounts for less than 1 percent of the $25 trillion global
FACT: Amazon has significant market power in e-commerce.

Amazon is misleading policymakers by distorting the definition of its relevant market. When responding to the House Antitrust Subcommittee’s questions about Amazon’s largest competitors and relevant market, Amazon replied: “estimates of total retail share are the most appropriate and relevant method of estimating” Amazon’s market share. The Subcommittee noted in its report that Amazon’s approach of defining their relevant market as ‘all retail, online and offline, globally,’ “is inconsistent with evidence gathered by Subcommittee staff, conventional antitrust analysis of relevant product markets, and common sense.” The Subcommittee noted that when responding to a request for Amazon’s top ten competitors, the corporation “identified 1,700 companies, including Eero (a company Amazon owns), a discount surgical supply distributor, and a beef jerky company.” The appropriate approach when sizing up Amazon’s market power, as the Subcommittee pointed out, is to look at the market for online commerce.

While Amazon does not report its share of the e-commerce market, numerous market research firms estimate Amazon’s share between 40 percent and 74 percent of online retail. Digital Commerce 360 revealed that Amazon controls more than 70% of all online marketplace sales in the U.S., more than triple its closest online marketplace competitor eBay Inc. While Amazon is not a viable competitor to Google on general search, it is the gateway to online retail, so dominant that more than half of all online product searches begin directly on Amazon.

CLAIM #2: Amazon’s size allows it to invest in small businesses.

Amazon argues it has a mutually beneficial relationship with independent, third-party sellers, pointing to the growing number of third-party merchants on its platform. In 2018, Jeff Bezos wrote that “Third-party sellers are kicking our first-party butt. Badly.”
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2  In fact, Amazon’s monopoly power comes from its ability to leverage its dominance in the e-commerce market to gain an anticompetitive foothold across industries.
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At the time, Bezos was responding to arguments by antitrust scholar Lina Khan⁸ and Members of Congress like Keith Ellison, that Amazon was using its market power to levy a private tax third-party sellers.

**FACT:** Amazon steals from small businesses.

To sell goods online, small businesses must pay Amazon or risk failure. Amazon commands the #1 spot in online product search, and uses its market share to compel sellers to use its logistics service, Fulfillment By Amazon. It then hikes fees for those businesses, taking increasingly large cuts of their revenue streams, as much as 46 percent in one case.⁹ In a 2019 survey of independent retailers, Amazon’s market power was overwhelmingly listed as the top threat to their businesses.¹⁰

Finally, Amazon works with local political leaders to dodge state and local tax responsibilities for its fulfillment centers across the country, in effect using the tax money paid by independent, local businesses to subsidize its own destruction of those businesses.¹¹

**CLAIM #3:** Amazon’s size allows it to invest in workers.

Amazon touts itself as a job creator. “We’re proud that Amazon has created more jobs in the U.S. over the past decade than any other company,”¹² Amazon wrote in a September 2020 press release.

**FACT:** Amazon destroys more jobs than it creates, and its jobs are not good jobs.

Amazon’s labor model—replacing brick-and-mortar retail jobs with automated warehouse and shipping—causes net job losses.¹³ Furthermore, Amazon is a leader in workplace injuries, fatalities, and safety violations, based on just the injuries it reports. This is due to the “Amazon model” for warehouse work: break-neck pace, aggressive
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worker surveillance, and heavy-handed punishment for time spent not working. Amazon is well-known for reports that workers had to urinate in bottles for fear of being caught “off-task” when going to the bathroom. Any hiring in-house is insufficient to make up for the jobs it destroys. Amazon has also fought all union organizing efforts among warehouse workers across several states.

CLAIM #4:  **Amazon’s practices are no different than any other retailer, like a supermarket.**

Amazon, via the Progressive Policy Institute, which it funds for the explicit purpose of arguing in public on its behalf, argues that “ad fees on Amazon are analogous to slotting fees in brick and mortar stores. Brands have been paying for promotion in retail long before the e-commerce revolution. Prime shelf space and prime search rankings are both scarce resources that are auctioned off to the highest bidder.”

FACT:  **Amazon is not a supermarket.**

Slotting fees—which means a kickback a manufacturer pays to put something on a store shelf—are themselves controversial, and their legality has even been up for debate in some cases. But there are two key differences between Amazon and retailers using slotting fees. First, unlike most retailers, the vast majority of businesses must sell on Amazon in order to succeed in e-commerce. In a 2019 survey of independent business owners, one bookstore owner in Minnesota was quoted as saying “we are stuck with them [Amazon] when it comes to selling.” If we had the choice, we would rather not be selling on the marketplace.” That means that Amazon has the power to set prices and terms over suppliers, because those suppliers have nowhere else to go. Second, Amazon is online, and doesn't have to hold inventory. Amazon’s unparalleled ability to surveil its suppliers—Amazon sellers—makes it different from a typical retailer, and makes the fees it charges them exploitative.

---


CLAIM #5: Amazon is disciplined by consumer behavior, as consumers can easily choose another shopping platform.

In his testimony before the House Antitrust Subcommittee, Jeff Bezos said: “Customer trust is hard to win and easy to lose. When you let customers make your business what it is, then they will be loyal to you—right up to the second that someone else offers them better service.”18 In this statement, Bezos seems to suggest that Amazon’s competitors have a strong position, and are ready to usurp the company’s place as leader at an opportune moment.

FACT: Amazon’s dominance is insulated from bad press, fraudulent activity, and a growing number of safety issues.

Amazon’s prices are low because it has the power to force suppliers to do whatever it wants. Until 2019, through what are known as price parity agreements (or most favored nation clauses), Amazon prohibited merchants from giving a better price to rival retailers who might compete on quality, location or service.19 It had the power to force suppliers to sign these contracts because it was so dominant in terms of market share.

At the same time as it enforced price parity agreements, Amazon has aggressively sought to raise ‘switching costs’ for consumers through its Prime membership program, which now has 112 million members in the U.S.20 Prime members tend not to comparison shop and simply default to buying through Amazon. Jeff Bezos made this strategy clear in designing Prime, apparently telling employees that he sought to “draw a moat around our best customers.” He continued, arguing “I'm going to change the psychology of people not looking at the pennies differences between buying on Amazon versus buying somewhere else.”21

Finally, Amazon has maintained its status as the market leader in e-commerce throughout issues of counterfeits, fake sellers, fake reviews, and other forms of fraud on its platform.22 In 2019 and 2020, the Wall Street Journal published a series of articles
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detailing issues with unsafe and mislabeled products, deceptive counterfeit sellers, and other fraudulent activity on its platform. Despite these revelations, Amazon’s exponential growth has continue apace. This dynamic suggests a lack of competition in the e-commerce space.

FACEBOOK

CLAIM #1: Facebook has many competitors and is not a monopoly.

Like Amazon, Facebook defines its relevant market as widely as possible, writing in a press release responding to the House Antitrust Subcommittee that it “compete[s] with a wide variety of services with millions, even billions, of people using them.”

Facebook and Google also claim to compete with one another in the online advertising market.

FACT: Facebook is a monopoly.

As the House Antitrust report found, “Facebook has monopoly power in the market for social networking.” The corporation held its position as a social media monopolist for nearly a decade, despite changes in technology and new entrants, through spying on and subsequently buying potential competitors, as shown in both the FTC and state AG cases filed against it. Facebook’s growth and dominance are reinforced by “network effects”: the more users join Facebook, the more other potential users will want to join. According to a 2018 internal memo, Facebook “considers competition from its own family of products as more considerable than competition from any other firm.”

Furthermore, the lawsuit filed by 10 state Attorneys General alleges that Facebook and Google, far from competing in the advertising market, actually colluded with each other to prevent new competitors from entering, while also violating consumer privacy and fixing advertising prices.

---
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CLAIM #2: Facebook competes with TikTok, Twitter, and other social networks.

In a 2018 Senate hearing, Lindsey Graham asked Mark Zuckerberg to name Facebook’s “biggest competitor.” Zuckerberg struggled with the question, and named Apple, Google, Amazon, and Microsoft. ²⁸ In his testimony before the House Antitrust subcommittee, Facebook’s head of public policy, Matt Perault, cited competition from TikTok and WeChat, as well as Twitter.²⁹

FACT: Facebook’s dominance in online display advertising sets it apart from its competitors.

Though Facebook often points to other social media companies as rivals, the United Kingdom’s Competition Authority put it best in 2020 when it published a report stating that “overall, rival social media platforms do not act as a material threat to Facebook’s competitive position. Although new entry is possible, new platforms must overcome network effects and other barriers by offering a differentiated proposition that induces users to switch. No current platform offers a range of services comparable to Facebook’s and none can provide access to a similarly extensive user base.”³⁰ TikTok in particular was largely able to rise to prominence in the United States by conducting a massive, multi-million dollar ad blitz through Facebook and Google, which together control roughly 80% of U.S. online display advertising.³¹

CLAIM #3: Facebook’s size allows it to invest heavily in improving its services.

Facebook, in its press release criticizing the Antitrust Subcommittee’s investigation, argues that Instagram and WhatsApp “have reached new heights of success because Facebook has invested billions in those businesses.”³² Facebook has argued privately for several years that its critics can’t prove the company has harmed consumers,³³ and that its acquisitions of Instagram and WhatsApp benefited consumers. Proving “consumer harm” is an important legal test for whether a company has violated antitrust law.

FACT: Facebook invests heavily in maintaining its monopoly, which gives it the power not to have to compete on privacy and other metrics that are important to consumers.

In the social media market of the early 2000s, Facebook had to compete with a number of formidable rivals, including Myspace, Friendster, and other social networking sites. Facebook became the market leader in the early 2010s by beating its competitors on privacy, user experience, and a number of other metrics.

It was around this time when Facebook bought Instagram, because it posed a threat to Facebook’s dominance. Mark Zuckerberg agreed in a 2012 email that buying Instagram was a move to “neutralize a potential competitor,”34 as another Facebook executive phrased it. In 2014, Facebook bought WhatsApp. When its rivals had exited the market, Facebook had cemented its position as the dominant social network. Facebook dropped its commitments to user privacy and started tracking user activity outside of the Facebook platform.35

The quality of Facebook’s user experience has degraded as the platform has grown larger—misinformation has become more widespread, advertising is more prominent, and user privacy has become compromised. And with those changes, consumers have certainly been harmed.

CLAIM #4: Facebook’s size allows it to invest heavily in small businesses.

Due to Facebook’s social media advertising monopoly, small businesses rely on the platform to communicate with customers. Mark Zuckerberg, in his first appearance before Congress in 2018, touted the value Facebook’s targeted ad business creates for small businesses, testifying that “there are more than 70 million small businesses around the world that use [Facebook’s] tools to grow and create jobs.”36 In the same hearing, he also argued against regulating targeted online advertising by saying that “targeting helps small businesses be able to afford—and reach—people as effectively as big companies have typically had the ability to do for a long time.”37
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FACT: Small businesses hate having to play by Facebook’s ever-changing rules.

Facebook has been criticized for making unilateral, disruptive decisions that have negatively impacted the businesses that must rely on its platform. These include changes to its news feed algorithm, events pages, and paid advertising business that have cut off audience reach for small businesses.

Facebook encouraged small businesses, artists, and musicians to build Facebook pages, but then limited their reach, forcing those business owners and creators to buy ads to reach the customers and fans they already acquired. As one small business owner said, “I feel that Facebook holds small businesses hostage by only displaying posts on their choice of 10 percent of my followers unless I pay to ‘boost’ posts.” Fan Pages launched in 2007, but by 2012, only 16 percent of posts on those pages were actually reaching fans; by 2014, that had fallen further, to just 6.5 percent.

Facebook’s random algorithm changes can substantially reduce visibility and sales for small businesses, with little warning and no way to deduce the impact before the changes occur. One change “decreased my income from Facebook by 60 percent, overnight. No explanation,” a small business owner told NBC. But because of Facebook’s dominance, there aren’t other avenues for businesses to connect to customers over social media.

Facebook allows counterfeiting on its platform. Facebook Marketplace, the platform which allows individuals to connect to buy and sell specific items, is rife with counterfeit items. Facebook is reactive about taking down fake ads, often doing so only when they’re flagged, so small business owners find themselves “in a constant whack-a-mole trying to find the fake ads so they can get Facebook to act.”

Facebook ad markets are opaque and plagued by bots. A majority of small business owners report that Facebook ads don’t reach their intended audience. Instead, Facebook forces small businesspeople to pay more to “boost” posts, and then allows bots to create ad views that small businesses are charged for. “When I have purchased ads on
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Facebook and viewed the profiles of the ‘clicks’ I’ve received, they haven’t all been valid profiles. They are bots and fake accounts,” one small business owner said.43

Facebook is also unresponsive to substantive concerns about hate speech by small businesses. When more than 600 advertisers boycotted the platform for allowing hate speech, Mark Zuckerberg commented that they would be “back on the platform soon enough,”44 without making any substantive changes to the way the platform treats hate speech and disinformation.

**CLAIM #5: Facebook welcomes regulation, and would be a benevolent partner in crafting regulation.**

Facebook, under increasing scrutiny around the world for the way it treats content moderation, has publicly called for policymakers to regulate how it treats content on its news feed. Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg has been open about Facebook’s desire to help craft such legislation. “New rules need to be written for the internet and we want to help make that happen,”45 said Sandberg in a 2019 interview with Bloomberg.

**FACT: Facebook is only interested in making its own regulatory choices.**

Facebook, a corporation that is trying to create its own currency,46 has the motto of “move fast and break things.” When faced with regulation it disagreed with in Australia, Facebook’s decision was to unilaterally pull news content for the entire country. Facebook’s conduct in this case shows that it is primarily interested in regulation that it can craft for itself. Facebook does have a vision for how it interacts with the world, and its vision is articulated in the mission of its oversight board: A group of Facebook-compensated public-facing figures who can provide a thin veneer of accountability for actions it already planned on taking.

Facebook has rolled out a number of initiatives to help attach “unbiased” information to any potentially false or misleading content. In late September 2020, Sandberg touted these initiatives in an interview, but then admitted that the company was “playing whack-a-mole” with misinformation. Facebook’s inability to address misinformation is due to its business model, which relies on the addictive quality of such content. Facebook’s flawed business model that prioritizes engagement has directly resulted in
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numerous instances of offline violence, including a state-sponsored ethnic cleansing campaign in Myanmar, and the recent siege on the United States Capitol building. Facebook should be completely uninvolved in crafting regulation to deal with the problems it has actively made worse through governing itself.

**CLAIM #6: Chinese companies will take over.**

Sheryl Sandberg has argued publicly that if Facebook is broken up, Chinese companies will become dominant, usurping Facebook’s power. “While people are concerned with the size and power of tech companies, there’s also a concern in the United States with the size and power of Chinese companies, and the realization that those companies are not going to be broken up,” said Sandberg in May 2019.

**FACT: Goliaths taking on other Goliaths is not necessary for prosperity.**

The one Chinese social media product that has been successful in gaining market share in the U.S. is TikTok. TikTok’s success is directly tied to two decisions made by Mark Zuckerberg: first, Facebook decided to cut Vine off from Facebook in 2013. Second, Facebook allowed TikTok to blitz Facebook with advertising. TikTok spent more than $1 billion on advertising in 2018 alone, much of it on Facebook.

Baidu, Tencent, AliBaba, and other Chinese tech companies are not allowed to gain a foothold in the United States because our government actively works to keep them from gaining a foothold. Similarly, Uber, Lyft, Facebook, and Google are not allowed by China to penetrate the Chinese market. Governments have enormous power to structure domestic markets through law, and breaking up a domestic monopoly will not change that.

47 Rodriguez, Salvador, “Facebook’s Sheryl Sandberg: Chinese tech companies are also powerful, and will not be broken up,” CNBC, May 17, 2019. https://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/17/facebook-sheryl-sandberg-cnbc-interview.html


CLAIM #1: Google's size benefits consumers and small businesses.

“Americans simply don't want Congress to break Google's products or harm the free services they use every day,” Google argued in a press statement criticizing the House Antitrust Subcommittee, adding “Many of the proposals bandied about in today’s reports—whether breaking up companies or undercutting Section 230—would cause real harm to consumers, America’s technology leadership and the U.S. economy—all for no clear gain.” In a blog post responding to the DOJ’s October lawsuit, Google claims that antitrust law is meant to “help consumers,” and not “make it harder for people to get the services they want,” in reference to the DOJ’s claim that Google has harmed consumers.

FACT: Google harms consumers and small businesses to benefit itself.

Because of Google’s search monopoly, small businesses and consumers have no choice but to accept the terms that Google’s search and advertising arms dictate, however unfavorable. Academic studies have shown Google degrades its own search product in order to preference other Google properties, such as Maps and Shopping. Google’s monopoly over search and online display advertising hurts consumers in other discrete ways. For instance, deceptive, predatory scammers were able to use Google’s platform to find vulnerable addicts, target them via phone, and pressure them into paying for ineffective “drug treatment” by exploiting Google’s AdWords system. After the Verge published an exposé on this harmful practice, Google unilaterally pulled all AdWords marketing for addiction treatment. This snap decision has given large, consolidated rehab conglomerates more power, and largely made it more difficult for addicts to seek treatment.

Google’s search properties, either general search or via its Maps subsidiary, also often hurt local businesses and residents by allowing scammers to infiltrate their listings. As one independent business owner told the Wall Street Journal in 2019, “It’s less harmful
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to piss off the government than piss off Google,” Mr. Abuhazim said. “The government will hit me with a fine. But if Google suspends my listings, I’m out of a job. Google could make me homeless.”55 Core parts of Google (and Facebook)’s business models have *decimated local news outlets* by siphoning off the localized advertising dollars that have traditionally funded local journalism. In addition to being small businesses themselves, local news outlets provide a lifeline to small independent community businesses by providing a means to advertise to their communities.

CLAIM #2: “Competition is a click away.”

In 2012, responding to the threat of antitrust action by the FTC, Google co-founder and former CEO Larry Page wrote in a public post that “*competition is only a click away.*”56 This line, which Google and its allies have repeated ever since,57 is meant to imply that there is essentially no cost to switch between Google and rival search engines. Therefore, there’s no competitive harm posed by Google’s roughly *90%* share of the search market in the U.S. and worldwide.

FACT: Switching costs are high, and competition is not a click away.

The United Kingdom’s Competition and Markets Authority (CMA), which enforces UK antitrust law, published a study in 2020 on online platforms and digital advertising. In it, the CMA notes that switching costs are high for publishers and advertisers, who are consumers of Google’s online display advertising business.58 For Google search consumers, both the CMA and Yale economist Fiona Scott Morton have noted that switching search engines is daunting and complex, often by design, and that having Google pre-installed on a device raises the barriers to switching for consumers.59

Google has aggressively acted to maintain its monopoly through a series of contracts with other companies like Apple. Google used its dominant position to acquire YouTube, giving it an unfair foothold in digital video advertising, and it owns *nearly every aspect of the digital advertising industry*. Like Facebook, Google’s monopoly over

search has not wavered with new entrants or technological changes, due to network effects. As the co-founder of Basecamp told the Judiciary Committee in January 2020, DuckDuckGo, Bing, and Yahoo could all drop his company’s listings tomorrow “and we’d barely notice,” but “[w]e lose our listing in Google and we may go out of business.”

CLAIM #3: The DOJ is suing Google for normal business practices that many other firms in the economy use.

Google argues that paying distributors like Apple and Mozilla to be the default search engine on their browser is a standard practice. In its response to the DOJ’s suit, Google wrote: “Yes, like countless other businesses, we pay to promote our services, just like a cereal brand might pay a supermarket to stock its products at the end of a row or on a shelf at eye level. For digital services, when you first buy a device, it has a kind of home screen eye level shelf.”

FACT: Google is trying to maintain its monopoly through kickbacks.

The Department of Justice is right: Google shovels its monopoly profits into schemes to maintain that monopoly. This includes paying Apple billions of dollars a year to make Google the default search engine on its iPhones and computers. While slotting fees are commonplace in retail, Google’s leverage as a monopolist makes its conduct unique, anticompetitive, and according to the government, illegal. Indeed, the House Antitrust Subcommittee Report characterizes Google’s deals as “a series of anticompetitive contracts.”

---
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